**Liaison Group on Road Accident Statistics**  
Conference Room 2  
Scottish Government  
Victoria Quay  
Edinburgh EH6 6QQ  
at 11.00 a.m. on Friday 18 May 2012  
a buffet lunch will be provided.

**Agenda**

1. **Introductions and Apologies**

2. **Minutes of the previous meeting**

3. **Remit of the group**

3. **Developments over last 12 months and upcoming work – Matt Perkins, TS**
   - UK Statistics Authority assessment
   - Under counting of road casualties
   - Transport Scotland website
   - Transport Statistics work plan

4. **Stats 19 data collection developments**
   - GB update on Stats 19 and CRASH – Pat Kilbey, DfT
   - Transport Scotland update – Matt Perkins
   - ACPOS update - Jon Barron

5. **Stats 19 data quality issues – Andrew Fraser and Matt Perkins**

6. **Estimating Cycling levels – David Connolly, MVA**
   *An update on work undertaken by MVA for Cycling Scotland, to help establish a robust approach to monitoring levels of cycling in different areas of Scotland (relevant if anyone needs to estimate cycle accident rates, expressed as 'per million cycle kms', rather than per capita)*

7. **Road Safety Research projects. – Frances Warren, Transport Analytical Services, TS**
   *Fran discusses some of the road safety research projects published over the last year.*

8. **Any other business & date of next meeting**
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